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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses the building of a video-based height detection technique along with a face 

recognition system using a static camera for people identification purpose. Height is one of the important features from 

the several gait features which is not influenced by the performance of camera and clothing style of the subject. For this 

purpose background subtraction is a very popular approach for foreground segmentation. which includes Adaptive 

Background Modeling Algorithm with Mat lab software. Similarly face recognition is done  by using Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) method for which we use eigenface algorithm. The results show that the proposed method 

runs, exactly and fits for the real time on different indoor and outdoor video sequence. 
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                                                                              I. INTRODUCTION 

 

By using both height detection, and face-recognition system  together Criminal detection can be very easier. This 

provides a new method for the height detection through calibrated camera. In video body height estimation of people 

has many important applications, as body height can be used to identify individuals, either uniquely or partially. Height 

has been long used in forensic measures for detecting the suspects, it is however, not distinctive enough to be used in 

biometric identification. Hence, detecting the heights of the tracked person using any camera and distance could 

provide us with an important additional feature .In this, we focus on solving the patterns of criminal identity based on 

records and suggest an algorithmic approach to revealing proper  identities. We introduce our system for single moving 

object detection and tracking using a static webcam inside the building like corridor or at the parking area .The 

background is extracted from the video scene by learning a statistical model of the background, and subtracting it from 

the original frame. The system presented in this paper can detect and track moving objects in a video sequence. 

Similarly for face recognition purpose we used PCA method. It is based on the approach that breaks the face images 

into a small set of characteristic feature images. All images in the data are  represented as  linear combination of 

weighted eigenvectors called eigenfaces. These eigenvectors are obtained from covariance matrix of a image from the 

data. The weights are found out after selecting a set of most relevant Eigenfaces. Recognition is done by projecting a 

selected image onto the subspace spanned by the eigenfaces and then classification is done by  measuring minimum 

Euclidean distance. 

           This article contents are. Section 2, related  work on the topic.  In  Section . 3, simulation   results of height and 

face detection. In section 4,  conclusion of project. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
 For video surveillance purpose we propose a system which includes both height detection and face recognition 

method. 
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A.HEIGHT DETECTION TECHNIQUE 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                          

                         

 

 

 

 
 

As shown in the block diagram, few used video as an input by using digital camera. This video is converted into 

individual frames and then converted into Portable Gray Map that is PGM format images. By using Frame  difference  

method , the difference between two frames at every pixel position has been calculated. We used Frame difference 

algorithm because it takes less processing time and less memory. we used  the background subtraction method for 

motion detection. It takes  the difference of the current image and the background image for detecting   the motion 

region. 

 

           To separates pixels into background and foreground we use segmentation. Segmentation is been used to extract 

information from the structure of objects .It separates and discern various parameters of interest within the data. The 

segmentation we used here is Threshold based segmentation. The concept of image thresholding is to divide the 

intensity range into two categories based on a threshold value (T) ,which is  

                                         Background = {0..T-1}  and  Object = {T..255}.  

To implement this technique, a threshold (T) value has been chosen. Every pixel in the image is then compared to the 

value of T. Each pixel is given a region label of  value 0 (background) if the pixel value is less than or equal to T or "1" 

(foreground) if it is greater than T. This form of region segmentation results in a binary image, in which each region is 

either 1(white) or 0 (black ).  

 

                   The Static Background Subtraction system is not convinent  for change in illumination ,hence we use an 

Adaptive Background Modeling scheme. The Adaptive Background modeling stage enclose the motion object and 

generates an approximate bounding box. The bounding box is been  resized to 128X64 pixel size of dimension. The 

resizing makes the algorithm capable   of  scale and size to detect people of varying heights and dimensions. A scan is 

performed for a given image where the intensity values are more than limit. Features are extracted by colour and colour 

is been describe by the the intensity value. The  intensity values from top, bottom, left and right are stored.A 

rectangular bounding box is plotted by using this dimension values. 

By calculating Height and Width a bounding box is drawn  

(1)Height = (bottom value-top value)/2               (2) Width = (right value-left value)/2                                                     
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                       (2)                                     (3)                                                 (4)                                        (5)   

Figure : (1) Background Image (2) Original Colour Video (3) Gray Scale Image (4) threshold Image  (5) Original 

Image with Bounding Box .   
                       

B. FACE RECOGNITION 
 
 Acquisition of face data, extracting face feature and recognition of face are three major steps for face recognition 

system. 

  

 

 

 
 

 In the first step face images are collected from different sources. The sources may be  camera or readily available face 

image database on the website. In the next step that is theFeature extraction process is used to extract  relevant 

information from a face image. In feature extraction, a mathematical representation of original image which is called a 

biometric template is generated, which is then stored in the database and it will be the basis (vector) of any recognition 

task. After which these extracted features will be used in recognition purpose. As we extracted and select the features 

then comes the next step to classify the image,which is the Appearance-based face recognition algorithms .It uses PCA 

method that is Principal Component Analysis Method in face recognition systems. It transforms faces into a small set 

of essential characteristics  eigenfaces ,hence PCA approaches systems is also-called eigenface approach. It  is better 

than other face recognition systems due to  its speed, simplicity and insensitivity to small or gradual changes on the 

face. 

 

III .PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

 Let face image be I(x,y) of  two dimentional  that is N by N  array(vector of dimension N 
2
 ) of intensity values. The 

main idea of PCA is to find eigevectors. Because they have face-like appearance, we call them  “eigenfaces”. 

 

let the set of images be Γ1 , Γ2 …ΓM . The average face of this set will be:  

                                              

                                                                                         (1) 

   

   
 

Subtract the average face vector  as each face differs from the average face (vector) by the vector  

 

ΦΓ−Ψ(2) 

acquisition of face data extracting face feature   

 
recognition of face. 
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covariance matrix is     

  
1 
 M 

 
                           C =  ∑Φi Φ

T
i   

  
M i=1 

 

 
                   =          AA

T                             
(3)

                                                                                     

A = [Φ1 ,Φ2 …ΦM ].            
 
 

If the number of data points  M for the image space is less than the dimention of space  N 
2
 there will be only M, rather 

N 
2
 .first solve f the eigenvectors of MxM matrix ,Then take appropriate linear combinations of the face images Φi  by 

considering eigenvectors of  AA
T
 

 
                                                      AT

  Avi  = µi vi   

  

       AA
T
 Avi  = µi Avi                                                     (4) 

 
 
It shows that  Avi  are the eigenvectors. Now we  consruct  the  MxM  matrix . 

                                                    where Lmn = φ
T

m φn, ,  

 

and now  find M eigenvectors, vl of L. 

 

These vectors determine linear combinations of the M training set face images to form the eigenfaces ul . 

           

       u
l  

=
 ∑v

lk 
φ
k 

,
 l =1…M         (5) 

 
 

by a simple operation new face image ( Γ ) is  been transformed into its eigenfaces   components. 

 
 

wk  = u
T

k (Γ − Ψ) k =1,2,…, M                (6)  
 
 
It describes set of point by point image multiplications and summations.  

To describes the contribution of each eigenface in representing the input face image we consider Weights form a vector 

Ω
T   

 = (w1 , w2 ,…wM ), it treats the eigenface as a basis set for face images. 

IV. PSEUDO CODE FOR BOUNDING BOX 

 

Step1.   Read the video difference  

Step 2.  For (present position=initial value: final value) of Y resolution  

Step 3.  For (present position=initial value: final value) of X resolution 

             (a) Calculate the sharp change in intensity of image from top and bottom 

             (b) Store the values in an array 
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Step 4.  Height of the bounding box is = bottom valuefi top value  

Step 5.  For (present position=initial value: final value) of X resolution  

Step 6.  For (present position=initial value: final value) of Y resolution  

             (a) Calculate the sharp change in intensity of image from left and right  

             (b) Store the values in an array 

 Step 7. Width of the bound box = right value fi left value  

Step 8.  Using the dimensions, draw boundary to the video 

             Initial value: the starting position of the pixel in an video.  

             Final value: the ending Position of the pixel in an video.  

             Height = bottom: value ׃: top: value 

            Width = right: value:: left: value  

Step 9.  Add the height value with the top value and store it in a variable like mid top  

Step 10. Add the width value to the left value and store it in a variable like mid left  

Step 11. Assign the max intensity to the pixel at pixel value at (mid top, mid left) 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

The proposed approach was performed on MATLAB. we estimated  body height and face  by applying our technique 

there are two set of results. One for whole-body images, this set includes body height In Experimental result-1 and next 

for face recognition Experimental result-2. 

A.   HEIGHT DETECTION 

 

 
 

 

The above command window shows the height reading of moving person in particular video with reference to matlab. 

whenever man is moving it will detect and track it by using bounding box .We get 5 -6 readings on matlab and on basis 

of these reading we take an average of the height.  
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B.  FACE RECOGNITION 
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PERSON 5 :TRUE IDENTITY                  
 

 
 
First we prepared a data set by taking few training faces of some persons.Then we compute the average face vector. 

Subtract the average face vector from original faces.Calculate covariance matrix and then we findout the eigen vectors 

and eigen value of the covariance matrix.Calculate the features weight for training  images and read the testing face 

image.Now calculate the feature vector of the test face and find the face with minimum euclidian distance which shows 

similarity to the test image.If the result match then on command window we will get the recognition percentage with 

PCA value as shown above. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Through this paper, we successfully detected human height on MATLAB which is a major application in security, 

surveillance. It shows that the background subtraction is useful in detecting and tracking people, and the background 

subtraction algorithm runs quickly. In this thesis we also implemented the face recognition system by using Principal 

Component Analysis(PCA) with an Eigenface approach. It successfully recognized the human faces and worked better 

in different  light conditions. In this thesis paper, we worked with real time face recognition. Hence we tracked person 

by using both height detection and face recognition technique. 
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